Aug. 15, 2017
Valued Customer,
As you may have heard, last week SIG SAUER® published a press release concerning the P320. They noted
“dropping the P320 beyond U.S. standards for safety may cause an unintentional discharge.” We independently
evaluated the information, and there is some merit to claims that some P320s may unintentionally discharge after
being dropped at a specific angle.
Our records indicate you have purchased either a straight or curved version of our Practical Enhanced Leverage
Trigger (PELT) for the P320.
Stock P320s with our trigger installed may still unintentionally discharge if dropped at an angle not tested as part
of the accepted standards as defined by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) / Sporting Arms
Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute, Inc. (SAAMI®), or National Institute of Justice (NIJ).
On Monday, SIG SAUER announced details about their voluntary upgrade program. The program includes
installation of an alternate design that reduces the physical weight of the trigger, sear, and striker while
additionally adding a mechanical disconnector.
Grayguns suggests you send your P320 to SIG SAUER for the voluntary upgrade.
Prior to sending the gun, remove your Grayguns trigger and include the stock trigger in the package sent to SIG
SAUER. Retain your Grayguns trigger.
Our team - in consultation with our engineering partners at SIG SAUER - is working to develop an alternative
design that will be compatible with your upgraded P320 and provide you with the same value you received from
Grayguns when you made your original purchase of the PELT. As this process will take some time to research,
develop, and test, we thank you in advance for your patience.
Remember, consequences for the handling or misuse of any firearm are the operator’s sole responsibility. Safe
gun handling practices should be practiced at all times. Never rely upon any mechanical device for your safety.
Details concerning the SIG SAUER P320 voluntary upgrade program are available online.
If you have any questions, you can contact Grayguns via email.
Regards,

Bruce Gray
President, Grayguns

